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Klutz Simon and Schuster
In the latest Argeneau novel
from New York Times
bestselling author Lynsay
Sands, an immortal and her
mortal pilot are on the run
from hungry vampires...and
discover they’re life mates
along the way. Jet Lassiter
likes being a pilot for
Argeneau Inc. Perks
included travelling to exotic
locations and meeting
interesting people, even if
they are the blood-sucking
kind. He’s living the good
life, until his plane goes
down in the mountains and
four of his passengers are
gravely injured. They need
blood to heal... and Jet is
the only source. Quinn
Peters never wanted to be
immortal. Once a renowned

heart surgeon, she was
turned against her will and
now she has to drink blood
to survive. Before she can
ask how her “life” can get
any worse, she’s in a plane
crash. One of the few
survivors, Quinn is
desperate to get the mortal
pilot to safety before her
fellow immortals succumb to
their blood lust and drain Jet
dry. But hungry vampires are
the least of their worries—the
crash wasn’t an accident,
and someone is trying to kill
Quinn. Will she and Jet find
their happily ever after as life
mates, or will her assassin
find her first?
Rapture Little, Brown Books for
Young Readers
After I rescued these jerks from a
plane crash, you'd think they'd be
nicer to me.I die, like all the time.
My track record of hilarious,
freak accidental deaths would be
impressive if it weren't so
embarrassing.And when I come
back, I'm naked. Every. Dang.
Time.After my plane was
sabotaged and crashed into the
jungle, I rescued five male
survivors from the wreckage.I

could have let them die, but no, I
decided to pull their stupid
carcasses from the wreckage. I'm
immortal, not a monster.Yes,
they're hot, now is not the time to
do something about that.The five
sexy jaguar shifters are on a
mission to locate someone, a rare
phoenix shifter. Phoenix, the
legendary creature, reborn every
time it dies. Wait??Could they be
looking for me?It doesn't matter
since they walked away and left
me to die in the Amazon
rainforest. A place full of
interesting new ways for a klutz
like me to die. Surviving the
jungle is harsh, but it's nothing
compared to how they have
treated me.And the worst part?It
turns out these bullies are my
fated mates. Yep, I must be
cursed.I can't wait to escape the
jungle and leave these guys
behind, but another part of me is
begging to love them?Was the
Amazon always this hot?"But Did
You Die?" is a comedy filled,
bully (only in book one),
paranormal romance series that
includes jaguar shifters, a
mysterious underground society,
fated mates, and an incredibly
clumsy Phoenix. Follow
Amaryllis as she discovers who
she is and 'collects' her soulmates
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along the way! It is full of humor,
adventure, and scenes to entice
and thrill you... or to make you
unexpectedly snort with laughter.
The series will have a HEA?it will
just take a little while to get there!
None Shall Sleep
Harper Collins
Addie In that one
moment everything
changed. Everything I
thought I knew
shattered with just a
few words. Who knew
the truth could be so
devastating. I need to
decide which side to
take. But can I even
trust myself? Xander
She's gone, but I'll
scorch the earth to
find her if that's
what it takes. I'll
call upon friend and
foe for the battle
that is to come. The
fires of hell couldn't
keep me from her and
whoever thinks they
can take what is mine,
is going to regret it
for all time. One
thing is for sure. The
Crash could ruin us
all.
Luna Rising Harper Collins
For seven centuries, the souls of
Romeo and Juliet have inhabited
the bodies of newly deceased
people to battle to the death as
sworn enemies, until they meet
for the last time as two Southern
California high school students.
Juliet Immortal Simon and
Schuster
In a spellbinding new
Argeneau novel from New
York Times bestselling

author Lynsay Sands, a
dangerous rescue is just the
beginning of red-hot
adventure… Ever since
Domitian Argenis
recognized Sarita as his life
mate, he’s been waiting for
the perfect moment to claim
her. Those fantasies did not
include him being chained to
a table in a secret lab or
both of them being held
hostage by a mad scientist.
Somehow, they have to
escape… Sarita has seen
some crazy things as a cop,
but nothing to rival
Domitian. A vampire?
Seriously? But his healing
ability, incredible powers,
and their mind-blowing
physical connection—none of
it should be possible, yet
her body knows differently.
Now, not only do they have
to save each other, but
other innocent lives are at
stake. Failure is not an
option, for Sarita intends
that Domitian show her
exactly what an eternity of
pleasure feels like…
Sabriel Disney Electronic
Content
Crash
On the Move! Harper
Collins
Sierra's world is torn
upside down on her 18th
birthday when a man who
calls himself a dreamwalker
visits Sierra in her dreams
and starts unraveling her
past. Can she believe Dante
that her parents are
withholding her true
identity from her? Or
should Sierra trust that her
parents are not hiding a

dark secret? A plane crash
caused by a vendetta
toward her family starts to
reveal the depth of what has
been hidden from her, and
what she must do to get her
family back. But should she
choose the dangerous life
that could help rescue her
family, she would not only
risk her life going through
the transition but would also
have to say goodbye to the
life she knows and her best
friends forever. Forced to
live a life that humans can
never know exists.
Baby Girl: Better Known as
Aaliyah Penguin
I want nothing more than to
escape my destiny. Being
alpha born means walking a
path that's already been
laid out for me, with a mate
I don't get to choose. On a
Lycan's 21st birthday, we
are fated to find our true
mate. Only, I don't want
one, I'm not ready yet. I
want to travel and see the
world, but I can't do that
either. When our world
comes under attack from a
foe we thought long
vanquished, everything I
thought I knew gets flipped
upside down. With nowhere
to turn after my mate
rejects me, feeling
suffocated by my own skin,
I leave my pack to try and
find myself... but get found
instead. While this book is
part of The Seven Realms
saga and does contain some
tiny spoilers to the Shadow
Walkers Saga, it can be
read without having to have
read any of the other books
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in the Seven Realms world.
Immortal Unchained Crown
Rita, Dan, Max and Ted are
on the move in Trucktown!
Kids will have hands-on fun
with a movable part on each
spread! Swing Wrecker
Rosie's wrecking ball, spin
Monster Truck Max's
wheel, dump gravel from
Dump Truck Dan's bed, and
move Tow Truck Ted's
hook up and down as he
saves a good friend!

Descent HarperCollins
For a limited time, Amy
Plum's star-crossed
paranormal romance
Die for Me is available
with a special sneak
peek of Until I Die, the
second book in this lush
trilogy. Bonus content
is also included: tips for
"Living La Belle Vie"
from main character
Kate—including her
favorite books, movies,
and paintings.
Simon and Schuster
April Mae Manning from
Unaccompanied Minor is
back, and back in trouble,
but this time, she's run out
of chances... April Mae was
raised on airplanes by her
flight-attendant parents.
But since her dad's death
and her mom's remarriage
to the nefarious pilot Ash
Manning, April's been in
nothing but danger: two
airplane crashes; two car
crashes; and now, as a
student pilot, in an old
plane crippled over the
Caribbean. Can she survive,

and save her friends, or is
this the watery end to
"Crash" Manning's story?
Praise for Unaccompanied
Minor: "A laugh-out-loud
thriller about family court,
money laundering and
skyjacking" ~Kirkus
Reviews

The Martian Chronicles
Simon and Schuster
The #1 New York
Times and USA Today
bestselling phenomenon
Some things are worth
waiting for . . .
Traveling thousands of
miles from home to
enter college is the
only way nineteen-year-
old Avery Morgansten
can escape what
happened at that fateful
Halloween party five
years ago—an event that
forever changed her
life. What she never
planned on was
capturing the attention
of the one guy who
could shatter the
precarious future she's
building for herself.
Some things are worth
experiencing . . .
Cameron Hamilton is
six feet, three inches of
swoon-worthy hotness,
com-plete with a pair of
striking blue eyes and a
remarkable ability to
make Avery want
things she believed had

been irrevocably stolen
from her. Getting
involved with him is
dangerous. Yet ignoring
the simmering tension
that sparks between
them—and brings out a
side of her she never
knew existed—is
impossible. Some things
shouldn't be kept quiet .
. . But when Avery
starts receiving
threatening e-mails and
phone calls, she's
forced to face a past
she wants to keep
buried and acknowledge
that someone is
refusing to allow her to
let go of that night when
everything changed. If
the devastating truth
comes out, will she
resurface with one less
scar? And will Cam be
there to help her? And
some things are worth
fighting for . . .
Crash Simon and Schuster
Sora is having visions.
Strange, terrifying visions
brought on by her Cat's
Eye necklace, an ancient
and magical device.
Spurred to action, she
leaves her mother's cabin
to find Crash, the
mysterious assassin who
once changed her life. She
is certain that together,
they can discover what the
necklace is trying to tell
her. Crash is still on the run
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from the dark sorcerer,
Volcrian, but now a plague
is spreading across the
land. Volcrian's quest for
vengeance has awakened
something far more evil
than himself; a force that
could destroy the entire
kingdom. Together, he and
Sora must harness the
power of the Cat's Eye and
kill the sorcerer before it's
too late....
Mile High with a Vampire
Runaway Pen
WARNING: This is not the
actual book Looking for
Alaska by John Green. Do
not buy this reading
Sidekick if you are looking
for a full copy of this great
book.Use this expert
sidekick to dissect these
themes in Looking for
Alaska, while enjoying a
detailed analysis of each
chapter of the book. If that
wasn't enough, we close
with potential questions and
responses to help you get
the conversation started
with co-workers, friends,
or fellow book club
members.This newly
discovered gem from the
past (2005) has become a
must-read, thanks in no
small part to the success of
Green's 2012 masterpiece:
The Fault in Our Stars. As
many Green fans have
already discovered, our
sidekick is the ultimate go-
to source for understanding
the complexities of John
Green's tales of teen angst
and tragedy. Looking for
Alaska tells the story of
Miles Halter, a 16-year-old

with a nondescript life who
is seeking a "Great
Perhaps." In his quest, he
finds himself at the Culver
Creek Boarding School,
where his past life of
boredom and safety takes a
back seat to adventure and
sexual experimentation.His
trek to the other side of the
tracks takes him only a few
steps, as he meets Alaska
Young just down the hall at
school. She is sexy, funny,
and everything else that
makes teenage boys drool.
She is also a self-
destructive sort, headed
toward the "After" portion
of Looking for Alaska,
where everything comes
crashing down. As our
sidekick details, the themes
of life and death weave
their way through the novel,
drawing the characters
closer together while
preparing them for
something that will rip them
apart.
By John Green -- Sidekick
Independently Published
Scarlett Wells is enjoying
the last summer in her
small town off the coast of
North Carolina before
heading off to college.
Beach days, endless nights,
and making memories with
her best friends are all she
has in mind. Until she
crosses paths with an
intriguing man who
instantly captures her
attention. He's mysterious,
a little dangerous, and hell-
bent on protecting her at all
cost. Pierce is an immortal
who's been torn between

worlds for centuries. Too
damaged for Heaven, too
good for Hell. He's damned
to roam earth collecting the
souls of the dead, while
harboring the curse of the
Angel of Death. Everything
changes on an unforgettable
night in a crowded bar when
Pierce is drawn to gather a
soul far before it's time,
Scarlett's. She's being
hunted by something
unearthly, and his only
mission is to shield her
immense light from the
horrific evil that's targeting
her. In their fight between
good and evil will they
prevail, or perish?
BHC Press
After crossing the bridge
into the afterlife, a place
called Here where the time
is always Now, Riley's
existence continues in
much the same way as
when she was alive until
she is given the job of Soul
Catcher and, together with
her teacher Bodhi, returns
to earth for her first
assignment, a ghost called
the Radiant Boy who has
been haunting an English
castle for centuries and
resisted all previous
attempts to get him across
the bridge.

Crash HarperCollins
From Douglas Adams,
the legendary author of
one of the most beloved
science fiction novels
of all time, The
Hitchhiker’s Guide to
the Galaxy, comes a
wildly inventive
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novel—in trade
paperback for the first
time—of ghosts, time
travel, and one
detective’s mission to
save humanity from
extinction. DIRK
GENTLY’S HOLISTIC
DETECTIVE AGENCY
We solve the whole
crime We find the whole
person Phone today for
the whole solution to
your problem (Missing
cats and messy
divorces a specialty)
Douglas Adams, the
“master of wacky
words and even wackier
tales” (Entertainment
Weekly) once again
boggles the mind with a
completely unbelievable
story of ghosts, time
travel, eccentric
computer geniuses,
Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, the end of
the world, and—of
course—missing cats.
Crave CreateSpace
If what you see is what you
get, Jules is in serious
trouble. The suspenseful
first in a series from the
New York Times
bestselling author of the
Wake trilogy. Jules lives
with her family above their
restaurant, which means
she smells like pizza most
of the time and drives their
double-meatball-shaped
food truck to school. It’s

not a recipe for popularity,
but she can handle that.
What she can’t handle is
the recurring vision that
haunts her. Over and over,
Jules sees a careening truck
hit a building and
explode...and nine body
bags in the snow. The
vision is everywhere—on
billboards, television
screens, windows—and
she’s the only one who
sees it. And the more she
sees it, the more she sees.
The vision is giving her
clues, and soon Jules knows
what she has to do. Because
now she can see the face in
one of the body bags, and
it’s someone she knows.
Someone she has been in
love with for as long as she
can remember. In this
riveting start to a gripping
series from New York
Times bestselling author
Lisa McMann, Jules has to
act—and act fast—to keep her
vision from becoming
reality.
Alpha Bound Simon and
Schuster
The Silence of the Lambs
meets Sadie in this riveting
psychological thriller about
two teenagers teaming up
with the FBI to track down
juvenile serial killers. In
1982, two teenagers—serial
killer survivor Emma Lewis
and US Marshal candidate
Travis Bell—are recruited
by the FBI to interview
convicted juvenile killers
and provide insight and
advice on cold cases. From
the start, Emma and Travis
develop a quick friendship,

gaining information from
juvenile murderers that
even the FBI can't crack.
But when the team is called
in to give advice on an
active case—a serial killer
who exclusively hunts
teenagers—things begin to
unravel. Working against
the clock, they must turn to
one of the country's most
notorious incarcerated
murderers for help: teenage
sociopath Simon
Gutmunsson. Despite
Travis's objections, Emma
becomes the conduit
between Simon and the FBI
team. But while Simon
seems to be giving them the
information they need to
save lives, he's an expert
manipulator playing a very
long game...and he has his
sights set on Emma.
Captivating, harrowing, and
chilling, None Shall Sleep is
an all-too-timely exploration
of not only the monsters
that live among us, but also
the monsters that live inside
us.

A Riley Bloom Book
Macmillan
The #1 New York Times
Bestselling Series An
Amazon Best YA Book of
2020 Glitter Magazine’s
#1 Pick for Best YA of
2020 Optioned for Film
by Universal My whole
world changed when I
stepped inside the
academy. Nothing is right
about this place or the
other students in it. Here
I am, a mere mortal
among gods...or
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monsters. I still can’t
decide which of these
warring factions I belong
to, if I belong at all. I only
know the one thing that
unites them is their
hatred of me. Then
there’s Jaxon Vega. A
vampire with deadly
secrets who hasn’t felt
anything for a hundred
years. But there’s
something about him that
calls to me, something
broken in him that
somehow fits with what’s
broken in me. Which
could spell death for us
all. Because Jaxon walled
himself off for a reason.
And now someone wants
to wake a sleeping
monster, and I’m
wondering if I was
brought here
intentionally—as the bait.
***INCLUDES 3 BONUS
SCENES FROM THE
HERO’S POV*** Don’t
miss a single book in the
series that spawned a
phenomenon! The Crave
series is best enjoyed in
order: Crave Crush Covet
Court Charm Cherish
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